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Charlie's Angels Security (‘CAS’) are an elite, COVID19 safe, private security company elegantly 
offering focused service across the personal, corporate and event security sectors. 
 
CAS were Australia’s first all-female private security company and for over 20 years have been the favoured 
security provider for brands and individuals that value their assets and reputation. 
 
The Charlie's Angels team provide a unique dual approach to security offering both all-female and male and 
female personnel, and specialise in delivering corporate, event and personal security tailored to a client's 
individual brand. 
 
The highly skilled CAS Angels all undergo a stringent screening and training process to ensure they 
have the relevant licencing and accreditations, plus exemplary interpersonal skills to deliver our unique 
style of security service.  
 
The Angels are articulate, confident and proactive professionals dedicated to ensuring that your events and 
activities run seamlessly with our elegant style. 
 

 

 

 

 

✓ We see ourselves as your security plus your brand ambassadors. 
 

✓ Angels protect you and your assets and they do it with style. They are extremely good public relation 
     professionals who host your events and manage your guests in a stylish and sophisticated manner. 
 

✓ We understand the importance of each interaction between our Angels, yourself and your guests. 
     Risk management is the foundation of all security operations and our focus is analytical, detailed and 
     proactive. 
 

✓ We actively listen to your needs and requirements to build strategic plans tailored to every client 
     engagement. 
 

✓ You will have peace of mind that your events and all activities will be legally compliant and we are very 
     well versed in both council and local authorities regulations. 
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With the advent of COVID19 your security at Parties and Events has another very important layer of 

consideration and planning. Charlie's Angels Security are experts at implementing and delivering a 

COVID Safe event plan. 

 

Our Angels will track your whole event from welcoming guests on arrival to guiding guest departure at 

the close of service. Our team of Event Security professionals are your personal, highly skilled brand 

ambassadors who proactively protect both yourself and your guests in understated, elegant efficiency. 

 

Our Angels engage with your guests at the outset including temperature checks, QR coding details and 

politely explaining rules of engagement for the event e.g. how many guest per table, visitation, dancing 

etc. 

 

Each Angel holds current COVID19, First Aid and RSA accreditations to deliver your events safely and 

ensure guests have a wonderful experience, whilst also protecting your assets. 

 

CAS Host duties may include: 

✓ Welcoming/directing guests 

✓ Managing door lists 

✓ COVID19 temperature checks 

✓ QR code registrations 

✓ Cloak checks 

✓ Assisting guests with transport 

 

Our team of Angels and Hosts will work with you individually on your Private Parties, Product 

Launches, Business Functions, AGM's and Teen parties assisting and implementing event specific 

COVID safe plans and security systems. 

 

 

 

 

Our Close Personal Protection personnel (Bodyguards) are skilled in personal protection, conflict 

resolution, negotiation and Crisis Management and de escalation tactics. Operating in either covert or 

highly visible specialised teams. 

 

We work with individuals, families, corporate VIP and celebrities and have hosted a variety of 

international and VIP guests. Our Angles may also be utilised to provide sophisticated chauffeur 

services.  

COVID SAFE EVENTS & PARTIES 

SECURITY 

PERSONAL PROTECTION 
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Our goal is to teach and educate people how to Feel Safe and Be Safe. 

 

These workshops are personally empowering and provide skills that will last a lifetime. 

 

Charlies Angels Security believes safety for our clients and the wider community is a very important 

skill and knowledge to have as we transition through these uncertain times due to COVID19. 

 

With over 20 years of experience in the personal and event security sector, CAS have successfully 

dealt with many risk scenarios and have proven that women and people with a smart security 

awareness can manage and reduce the risk of danger anywhere and anytime. 

 

CAS have developed interactive Personal Power Workshops for young people and adults to arm them 

with tools and knowledge to make strategic choices in relation to their personal safety. 

 

These Workshops will: 

✓ Focus on developing the right mindset and mental attitude to personal safety; 

✓ Provide an overview of simple defence techniques that anyone could use; 

✓ Develop self awareness of what is going on in your surroundings and thereby reduce your risk; 

✓ Build self-esteem, motivation, discipline, confidence, alertness and leadership whilst building 

     connectedness; 

✓ Develop a proactive safety mindset and approach that identifies danger and harm; 

✓ Teach prevention skillsets before there is a need for defensive action; 

✓ Help you own your own personal space! 

 

The Personal Power Workshops can be tailored to suit the specific needs of clients. 

 

 

 

 

Contact our Angels for a confidential and free consultation 

+61(2) 8005 0806 

info@charliesangelssecurity.com.au 

www.charliesangelssecurity.com.au 

PERSONAL POWER 

WORKSHOPS 

CONTACT US TODAY 


